
 

Now that we have seen how we can

begin to construct wave packets using
a 3 eigenstate wavefunction we will

generalize to a distribution of

eigenstates givenby fcp
Hem lolp could be anything

I
Gaussian uniform

etc In these notes we will focus
on Gaussianbecause a they are

common in experiments and b

they Mathematical tractable

We start by writing 44 o with the
knowledge that Dlp is defined from 0

to too

Yaoi fFine.cn 3waIIiiegsirYn
the momentumToeff for agivenp eigenstates
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44,0 fjoin einHdp

Given that the momentum eigenstates are
also energy eigenstates for a freeparticle
with

Ep p4zm time evolution of

4 is quite simple
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time evolution of freeparticle generalstate
Hweneedadcpstos.cl



This equ might
look sort of familiar Earlier

we produced

Xcx zhf f.no
cp1eiPHhdp

Which is the fourier transform of dlp
What we have constructed is the timedependent

Fourier transform of p

Hiatt zhf fIdp eiMx
Entkdp

Given that the inverse transformfwm
earlier was
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We expect the timedependent in verse
transform tobe
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Example GaussianDistributedOcp

Let's assume we have a Gaussian Cp

thatis peaked at po and has a width

that is characterized by B
Aproperly normalized momentum space
wavefunction Ocp with these attributes

is

giantOCpk pzY4e Ip
Pol44,32

The probabilitydistribution for this
wavefunction is simply absolute square

Pcp DINT pity e
PPd4432

use
A typical Gaussian is givenby fez

So we can read off µ Cp Po
and J Dp B



ok Let's get to calculating we want to

take the time dependent Funer transform
of Cflp

4hhttzi.jp ocpjetiPlx
EmtHtdp

or

4kH hff zpz te Mrs'eipxthe
iEnthidp

Yikes T
Fortunately GaussianIntegrals are

well known aka compiled onlined stuff

J.tne a2x4bxdx Iaeb44a2

Given this the first of a number of

such complex integrals lets unpack it

We have a polynomial form a2x2tbx

that we seek So lets combine all



the exponentials a bone
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that would give
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lets expand and collect p2dp terms

P I if p Emap
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Notice that these exponents are of the

form ax4bx to

it we exponentiate we get
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const term Po is
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so with a Etnat.gs and b HE
then
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Let's go all the way back
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We rewrite as
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Plug everything back in

A Ita Epa

b Fat
c P0212ps2


